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FROM THE EDITOR
This issue of Bosque Watch is so full
of fascinating articles that I must not
take up more room. It’s just amazing
what’s going on at Bosque del Apache
even in the summer. Please. Just read
on and find out for yourself.

PRESIDENTIAL
REFLECTIONS

Paul White

Greetings to you, dear and faithful
Friends. When I think about you,
our organization, the refuge we love
and support, and the creatures that
depend on it, I sometimes wonder
about this wonderful but fragile thing
we call life - - the life of a crane or
a prairie dog; the spark of vitality in
each human being or the ephemeral
web that binds people like us together
in shared purpose. Without getting
any more philosophical than I have
just been, however, let me comment
here on just two aspects of this
shared vulnerability: the life of our
organization, the Friends of the
Bosque, and the health of the Bosque
del Apache National Wildlife Refuge.
The Friends remains a vital and
effective group. We connect with
each other, share our common vision,
communicate our activities, and
together do things for the Bosque that
individuals acting alone could never
achieve. Just look at the acquisition
of Chupadera Peak and the building
of the Lannan Annex. The ways
in which we connect include this
newsletter, Bosque Watch, our web
site (www.friendsofthebosque.org – do

check it out; it’s always changing),
and our Annual Meeting. This year
the Annual Meeting is planned for
Saturday, 17 October 2009, from
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, at the
Refuge’s Lannan Annex. The Meeting
will feature highlights from the past
year in the life of the Bosque by the
Refuge Management, and a survey
of recent accomplishments in the life
of the Friends. We shall, of course,
also grapple with important business:
electing new Board members and
officers. Please, join us. Bring a friend;
help bring new energy to the Friends.
We need you to help strengthen the
network of personal connections that
gives our organization life.

For a variety of reasons, the corn crop
this year has been ‘pathetic,’ but this
problem is only part of the picture
of food and food management at the
Refuge. So, following the Annual
Meeting, you are invited to eat
[people] food and hear a presentation
by John Vradenburg, Refuge Biologist,
on [bird] “Food Management at the
Bosque.” He will explain how the
Refuge is dealing with food issues

throughout the Bosque. Food –
and food shortages – heighten our
appreciation of how tenuous can be
the complex web that links together all
life – especially in fragile ecosystems
like the Bosque. Do plan to join us
for lunch and John Vradenburg’s
talk. Immediately afterward, around
1:00 p.m., you can join John for a
tour of some of the Refuge’s food
management areas and the restored
area of the NAWCA projects.
Just in case you might need another
reason to join us for the Friends
Annual Meeting, please note that
Saturday afternoon, 17 October,
from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. in
the Lannan Annex, we are holding
our annual Artists Reception. This
gala event celebrates artists who
have connections with the Refuge,
including those who offer their
work in the Nature Store. It also is
the debut of our 2009 Festival of
the Cranes merchandise as well as
this year’s festival artist, Chris Vest.
Art is a way of celebrating life, of
capturing often-fleeting glimpses of
our connection with this fragile web.
Remember, as expressed by Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe: “Art is long,
life short.”
So, please join us – for the whole day
if you can, or for any part of it. It will
be a day full of life and the celebration
of it: Friends Annual Meeting in
the morning, lunch and “Refuge
Food Management” talk and tour at
noontime, and Artists Reception in
the afternoon. See you there!
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refuge update
Tom Melanson
The run up to the festival is always a
tense time – there are volunteers to
train, maintenance to be scheduled
and completed, and new changes
and challenges to undertake. This
year in addition to training new
volunteers, we will be welcoming
and training a new “brown shirt” on
our permanent staff. Joseph (Joe)
Smith will enter on duty at Bosque
del Apache NWR on Oct. 5 as the
new law enforcement officer. Joe
comes to us with considerable law
enforcement (LE) experience from
serving as a Lieutenant in the U.S.
Coast Guard. He recently supervised
Coast Guard disaster teams providing
search and rescue support during
the tragic spring flooding on the Red
River in North Dakota. His leadership
ability and coolness under pressure
were recognized by members of
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
who recommended him for our LE
position. As a transfer from the
Department of Homeland Security,
Joe will have to undertake the
rigorous Department of Interior Law
Enforcement Training Program, which
is scheduled to begin in December.
Until then, Joe will be on site, learning
about both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and the Bosque del Apache
NWR. Please join me in welcoming
Joe to the Bosque.
A new change that occurred in midSeptember was the formal induction
of 140 acres of recently donated land,
including the peak of Chupadera
Mountain, into the refuge’s Chupadera
Wilderness Area. The land, acquired
in 2007 after a fund-raising campaign
sponsored by the Friends of Bosque del
Apache, was donated to the refuge in
2007. A public acceptance ceremony

was held here in December of that
year. Dignitaries unveiled a bronze
and stone monument at the Chupadera
Wilderness trailhead honoring the
donors who made the purchase of the
land possible. Since then, legislation
introduced by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, to admit the acreage
into the U.S. Wilderness System,
slowly made its way through Congress.
On September 26, 2009, the legislation
was approved and the 140-acre tract
was formally added to the refuge’s
Chupadera Wilderness. The new land
will provide a buffer from planned
development on the west side of
Chupadera Mountain and will preserve
the natural setting of this unique
mountain ecosystem for all to enjoy.
A new challenge will be conversion
of the refuge administration office
and visitor center complex from a
conventional heating and cooling
system to a ground source heat
pump system. A ground source heat
pump, or geothermal heating system,
is a central heating and/or cooling
system that pumps heat to or from
the ground. It uses the earth as a heat
source (in the winter) or a heat sink
(in the summer). The system takes
advantage of moderate temperatures
in the ground to boost efficiency and
reduce operational costs of heating
and cooling. It may be combined
with solar heating to form a geo-solar
system with even greater efficiency.
The refuge recently received $67,000
as part of a FWS effort to invest in
“green” demonstration projects.
Incorporating this new emerging
technology into the operation of
the visitor center will also provide
an excellent opportunity to educate
refuge visitors about our ongoing
efforts to “go green”. The setup costs
are higher than conventional systems,
but the difference is usually returned in
energy savings within 3 to 10 years.

13th annual artists
reception:
October 17
John Bertrand
For the 13th consecutive year,
Bosque-affiliated artists will be
honored at a gala Artists Reception
Saturday, October 17, following the
Friends Annual Meeting. The public is
invited to join in the festivities.
Featured in the 2 p.m. -5 p.m.
event, in the Visitor Center will be
the artwork of Christopher Vest.
His altered image was selected to
represent the 2009 Festival of the
Cranes Nov. 17-22. Vest combined
photography and painting from a
digital palette to create this arresting
image.
Also on display will be pastels and
acrylics by award-winning artist
Skeeter Leard, and international
images by photographer Jerry Goffe.
All three artists will be on hand at
the reception to discuss their works.
Walking stick carver John Hagelund
and Two Cranes Jewelry Studio of
Magdalena will show their unique
hand-crafted products.
For a “taste of New Mexico,” Mac’s
Hotsauce and the jams and jellies of
A and J Family Farms will tempt the
taste buds of visitors. Raspberry
tea and New Mexico Piñon coffee,
selected from the shelves of the
Bosque Nature Store, will be served
as beverages.
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BACKYARD BIRD SECRETS
FOR EVERY SEASON:
Attract aVariety of Nesting, Feeding,
and Singing Birds Year-Round.
By Sally Roth.
Reviewed by Barbara DuBois
This is a beautiful book with vibrant
photos of all the birds you might find
in your backyard. It is divided, of
course, into four seasonal parts with
advice and “secrets” for each one. The
author tells the reader which birds to
expect and when and how to be good
to them. Since she emphasizes food
and cover, she explains what foods the
birds need each season and explains the
importance of cover in the backyard.

The next chapter suggests using
only soft foods for migrating birds,
like worms or fruit. As to cover, she
advocates keeping a messy yard so that
birds can find insects under the unraked
leaves! She often gives a double-page
spread of plants to attract certain types
of birds, such as wrens, wood warblers,
or flycatchers.
Part 2 deals with Summer, May through
July, which is “family time” for nesting.
The reader is urged to furnish nesting
materials, even used dental floss! She
warns about cats, the most dangerous
predator, and the vulnerability of
young birds just out of the nest. The
special needs of hummingbirds, Purple
Martins, and other swallows are
explained.
Part 3, Fall, brings back moving. By
late July, she says, no more songs. A
discussion about how to cope with
squirrels is here. Throughout the book
the author urges having trees in your
yard along with bushes to provide cover
for birds to move from one safe place
to another. Again she advocates a messy
yard: leave weeds for birds and leave
the garden uncleared for birds to glean
seeds. Sparrows and bluebirds are her
special birds of fall.

In Part 1, the Spring section, Roth points
out that the bird calendar differs from
ours; their spring being from February
through April, with courtship and
migration the main events. In the first
chapter, “Birds on the Move,” she explains
that “year-round resident” applies to a
species rather than to a particular bird.
The jays that you saw in the winter, for
example, may fly some distance north
while other jays move into your yard. By
contrast, some migratory birds may fly
1000 miles and more. She recommends
writing notes of arrivals and departures
on a calendar and snapping pictures of
any unfamiliar bird seen at your feeder.

Part 4, “Secrets of Winter,” emphasizes
foods and cover to help the birds
survive the cold. She gives advice about
windowpanes and praises winter’s
chickadees and titmice.
Although this wonderfully helpful book
has an introduction (with an “all-season
secret”), it ends abruptly without a
closing. Instead of a summary, it has a
list of field guides and sources for mailorder plants, for feeders, birdbaths and
accessories, and seeds. This book also
has a fine index.
New York: Rodale Inc., 2009, paper,
337 pp, $21.95
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The Friends of the Bosque and Bosque del
Apache NWR are proud to present these
programs during the rest of 2009.
SCAVENGER HUNT IN THE
NIGHT SKY: International Year
of Astronomy Celebration
Saturday October 10
7 p.m.
Meet at Refuge Visitor Center
Scavenger hunt: a search for items on
a list. Some may be harder to find than
others. That’s part of the challenge
and fun!Join Amy Estelle and amateur
astronomers for a scavenger hunt in
the night sky of Bosque del Apache.
We will look for a dragon, butterfly,
red giant, dolphin, swan, galaxy, flying
horse, and black hole! Star charts and
binoculars will be available. Prizes
too. Bring a flashlight.
Limit 45 participants (ages 10 and
above). Call 575-835-1828 for
reservations.
BOSQUE FRIENDS ANNUAL
MEETING AND ARTISTS
PARTY
Saturday October 17
10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
at Refuge
Visitor Center
Annual Meeting: 10 a.m. – noon.
On a new early date (instead of next
January) to open the wonderful
Bosque del Apache winter bird
season. Lunch presentation by Refuge
Biologist John Vradenburg.
Artists Party: 2 pm – 5 pm. Meet
the artists, try tasty treats, and maybe
find something to take home. Also,
be the first to get your 2009 Festival
merchandise!

*22nd FESTIVAL of the CRANES*
Tuesday November 17 through
Sunday November 22
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armendaris:
APLOMADO FALCONS
AND TORTOISES
John Bertrand
Watching a juvenile endangered
Aplomado Falcon swoop in for a tasty
dinner of quail after a day of freeflying the vast skies of the Armendaris
ranch south of Bosque del Apache
is no ordinary experience. Neither
is observing an endangered Bolson
Tortoise infant minutes after it
emerges from its egg … the first to
hatch from a pioneering introduction
program on the Armendaris of a
species long unknown to scientists.

I was privileged recently to enjoy
these experiences with a small group
of other Lifetime Members of the
Friends of Bosque del Apache. The
outing was a ‘thank you’ arranged by
the Friends, but more about that later.
We were guests of the Armendaris
Ranch and the Turner Endangered
Species Foundation. Sandra Noll and
Erv Nichols of the Peregrine Fund
and the Aplomado Falcon Project

were our hosts. Sandra and Erv also
are seasoned volunteers serving from
time to time at Bosque del Apache.
On the day of the outing, our small
group was met at 4:30 p.m. by our
hosts at the ranch headquarters…the
one-time Engle station on the “Horny
Toad” line of the Burlington Northern
Santa Fe Railroad. This line bisects
Bosque del Apache before traversing
the historic Jornado del Muerto on
the way to Las Cruces.
Before being led by biologist/
tortoise midwife Lisa Haines to
view the incubators containing the
tortoise eggs (about the size of large
turkey eggs) we were briefed on
the little that is known about the
Bolson tortoise. Its historical range
is uncertain. They were thought to
be extinct until an isolated colony
was discovered in the Mexican state
of Chihuahua in 1959. Habitat in
the region where the tortoise was
discovered is similar to that of the
Armendaris Ranch. The tortoiseparents from which the eggs were
gathered were brought to the ranch
in 2006 from a research site at Eglin,
Arizona.
After the tortoise briefing, Sandra and
Erv led our small caravan of cars over
a four-wheel-drive road to a remote
site where five just-fledged Aplomado
Falcons were released two weeks
earlier. This is an awesome location
with unbroken plains stretching for
miles to distant mountains. As the
evening progressed, we watched
bison and pronghorn roam the area
unimpeded.
At the site, two man-made structures
interrupt the natural harmony of the
plain. One is a tower resembling a
sailing ship’s crow’s nest, which the
Peregrine Fund hopes will be used
for nesting next season by mature
falcons from a 2006 reintroduction.
The other of the two structures is a
stilt-mounted platform topped by a
wooden enclosure called a “hack box.”
The five chicks were enclosed in it

and fed for three days before the door
was opened to let them fly freely. The
doors to the box were sealed shut
after the chicks emerged to accustom
them to their new home.
It is to the platform that Erv and
Sandra attach the Aplomados’
morning and evening meals of
frozen-thawed quail…a chore we
watched them perform shortly
after our arrival. They also keep
detailed written notes of the birds’
movements and food intake from
dawn until dusk, which will be
used to evaluate and refine future
reintroductions.

If the Aplomado reintroduction
program is successful, the sight of
a rejuvenated population diving
on their prey over New Mexico’s
deserts may once again become
reality. The Aplomado Falcon,
according to notes provided by
Sandra and Erv, once was a common
resident of southwestern grasslands.
By the 1950’s the bird had virtually
disappeared north of the Mexican
border; the Aplomado was listed as
an endangered species in 1986.
About an hour after we arrived at
the site, the first of the juveniles,
followed by its companions, returned
from their day of exploring and
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homed in on a couple of small
junipers. For the next hour, we
observed the birds flying about,
showing off their aerial acrobatics,
ganging up to chase away potential
competitors for food, and making
unfulfilled passes at could-be prey.
Each move by the falcons was
interpreted for us by Sandra and Erv
as they recorded it in their notebooks.
These birds, the pair explained, have
individual personalities; Sandra’s
and Erv’s concern for their precious
charges approaches that of human
parents for their children, and
they take pride in each new task
accomplished.

Langemann gates
WHAT’S SO SPECIAL?
Bob Merkel
Question: Why is the Bosque del
Apache sinking a couple of hundred
thousands of dollars into buying and
installing Langemann gates?
Answer: Because they will provide very
reliable automatic control of water
levels in the various units that the
Refuge irrigates in its part of the Rio
Grande flood plain. In the long run that
will save much more than the price of
installation in labor costs alone.

Eventually, as we watched through
scopes, the birds landed on the
platform and began to tear off chunks
from the attached quail. Not all of
the introduced Aplomados return
to the platform every morning
and evening…presumably they are
supplementing their diet with natural
food. The goal, of course, is for them
to become wholly independent.
As dusk deepened at the site, we
drove out from the area over rutted
roads, the conclusion of a memorable
experience. I wish to commend
Friends President Paul White and
Executive Director Leigh Ann
Vradenburg for their sensitivity in
making this unique outing available
for Lifetime Members. Perhaps in
the future, the Friends may continue
to seek opportunities to show
appreciation to the many individuals
who have made exceptional
contributions, financial and other, to
the organization and the refuge. It
may even be that potential Lifetime
Friends will reciprocate generously.

Editor’s Note: Small groups of
Friends visited the ranch to see the
falcons on successive days including two
(not Lifetime Members) who paid for
the privilege. Similar trips may become
possible next summer.

Langemann gate, down

Question: So what’s the problem?
Didn’t the Refuge already have
water control structures all along its
irrigation system?
Answer: Managers of both privately
owned and publicly owned irrigated
lands run into operational difficulties
trying to control upstream water
levels and downstream water delivery
rates. A sudden increase in water level
can kill germinating crop seeds and
uncontrolled flow can cut gullies in
carefully leveled fields. And, more
and more, people have come to
realize that water is not a resource
to be squandered. Canal operators,
furthermore, cannot be physically
present all the time to adjust flows
and gate levels in the face of sudden
changes. As soon as irrigation system
managers began to collect level and

Langemann gate, up

flow data on a regular basis they
realized that very substantial savings
could be achieved with automatic
control. [Individual land units on the
Refuge have small control gates that
can be raised or lowered by turning a
wheel. The serious control problems
arise in dealing with water in the main
canals.]
Question: So where does Langemann
come into the picture?
Answer: Peter Langemann developed
his eponymous gates in 1994 and they
are now marketed by AquaSystems
2000 Inc. The promotional literature
describes the equipment as follows:
“The preassembled gate generally
consists of top and bottom gate leaves
connected together and to the gate
frame by hinges, a rigid gate frame
and side plates which connect to the
structure, built-in air vents, and roller
chains that connect the top corners
of the gate to the hoist system.” The
hoist motor can be powered by solar
panels, backed up by batteries, that
also run the automatic measurement
and control system. The gate is an
“overshot” design that allows sudden
surge flows and debris to pass over its
crest without becoming trapped.
Question: So how many Langemann
gates are going to be used at the
Bosque?
Answer: Two 16-foot-wide gates
are installed already in the Refuge’s
Interior Drain and a 13-foot-wide
gate is planned.
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SunZia: HIGH

VOLTAGE POWER
LINES ACROSS THE
REFUGE?

“ . . . will consist of up to two
500kV transmission lines, with key
interconnections to the existing
extra high voltage grid in Arizona
and New Mexico. . . .The proposed
western terminus is . . . in Pinal
County, Arizona.”
“The proposed . . . SunZia East
Substation, will be in either Socorro
County or Lincoln County, New
Mexico. Right(s)-of-way of up to
1000 feet in width . . .”
“The purpose . . . is to transport
electricity generated by . . .
primarily renewable resources.”
Construction is to start in 2013.
Most residents in the Socorro and San
Antonio (NM) area found out about
this project a couple of days before a
“scoping meeting” held by the Bureau
of Land Management at New Mexico
Tech on July 7th. Because much of the
proposed transmission line would be
built on public lands, BLM must write
an environmental impact statement
before it can grant right-of-way. The
original closing date for the Public
Comment period was July 13th
but public protest about the short
deadline was so intense that a later
date (August 28th) was announced.
At the scoping meeting, local people
learned that the preferred route for
these power lines in New Mexico
would be north of Lordsburg and
Deming, then up the Rio Grande valley
to San Antonio, then east near US 380
into Lincoln County. There is perhaps
a consensus that such power lines are
needed as our country moves toward
more solar and wind power. On the
other hand, wherever such a line would

cross the Rio Grande it would be a
clear mortal threat to the cranes, geese,
and other birds that Bosque del Apache
was created to protect.

Friends Executive Director Leigh
Ann Vradenburg, along with many
others, attended the scoping meeting
and afterward submitted an extensive
commentary to the BLM. Among
other things, Vradenburg argued that
“running two [aerial] 500 kV lines . .
. perpendicular to the daily flight path
of many overwintering cranes” would
be hazardous to them and other birds.
The way to protect the Bosque and
the birds is to put the power lines
underground wherever they cross
our Rio Grande She also notified, by
e-mail, as many Friends as she could
about the SunZia proposal so they,
too, could send in their comments.
You can learn more about the project
at www.blm.gov/nm/st/en/prog/
more/lands_realty and read Leigh
Ann’s letter to the BLM at www.
friendsofthebosque.org. To receive more
information, get newsletters, and
get on the mailing list, just email
NMSunZiaProject@blm.gov and ask.

JUMPING MICE
GregWright
Research professor Dr. Jennifer Frey
and graduate student Greg Wright
from New Mexico State University
are studying the New Mexico meadow
jumping mouse at Bosque del Apache
National Wildlife Refuge. The mouse
is listed as endangered in New Mexico
and currently is being considered for
federal listing. The mouse is a relic of
the much colder and wetter Pleistocene
epoch and is restricted to a few isolated

populations in Arizona, Colorado,
and New Mexico. Most populations,
except those along the Rio Grande, are
associated with high mountain riparian
habitat. They were first discovered
on the refuge in the 1930s, but were
not found here again until the mid
1970s. Jumping mice are indicators
of good riparian health and efforts to
understand and conserve the species
have been underway since 1983.
The two-year study is sponsored by
the Bureau of Reclamation and US
Fish and Wildlife Service. The primary
goal of the study is to determine how
jumping mice use managed habitats
and what management practices are
most beneficial to the persistence of
populations on the refuge and throughout
the Middle Rio Grande.
Mice are caught in live traps and fitted
with tiny radio collars. Once collared,
researchers are able to follow and observe
individuals to determine what areas and
habitats they use for their activities. In
addition, behavioral observations are
being made that may provide a critical
insight into the life history of this rare
and understudied species.

Chief threats to the continued existence
of mice in the valley are habitat
fragmentation and stream channelization,
which reduce the overall quality and
abundance of streamside habitat required
by the mice. Isolated populations are
more vulnerable to extirpation. Lessons
learned from this study may be applied to
other areas of potentially suitable habitat
along the Rio Grande Valley in an attempt
to restore and maintain its few remaining
jumping mouse populations.
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briefly for souvenirs in La Fortuna. At
the Savegre Mountain Hotel, we spent
time spotting the famous Resplendent
Becky Mauch Quetzal, watching trout swimming
in the crystal clear river, and enjoying
We came, we saw, and we counted…
the lush landscaped gardens full of
over 400 species of birds during the
blooming hydrangeas, calla lilies, and
Friends of the Bosque/Holbrook Travel
amaryllis. Our trip also included a stop
trip to Costa Rica in March 2009. We
at the Lankester Botanical Garden in the
seven brave souls (armed with mosquito
province of Cartago to ‘catch’ local birds
repellent, binoculars, raincoats, and
and view their renowned orchid collection.
sunscreen) were accompanied by Costa
Rican expert birder/guide and genial
We pursued birds through the Braulio
gentleman Mario Cordoba and our
Carrillo National Park and the Tropical
adventurous driver Luis who took us
Research Station at La Gamba.   There
“everywhere.”
we stayed along with friendly bats who
slept during the day near the helpyourself refrigerator at Los Esquinos.
We toured Danaus Ecological Reserve
which they proudly advertise as an
educational model project for the
conservation and sustainable use of
biodiversity. They had secondary forest
growth, a mariposa (butterfly) house, a
We saw numerous Montezuma and
Boat-billed Heron willing to pose, art
Chestnut-headed Oropendolas that
from indigenous people available for
gathered in flocks to make nests and
sale, and a wide variety of educational
noise. We spotted a Mangrove Cuckoo
materials on hand for purchase and for
and hummingbirds both common and
their various field projects with area
rare—the Magnificent, the Steelyschool children.
vented, the Violet-headed, the Rufoustailed, one Blue-tailed sighting, and the During the entire trip, our meals
Charming. Various parrots and toucans included local favorites such as gallo
squawked and preened. Spectacled,
pinto (rice and black beans), flan,
Black-and-white, Vermiculated Screech, and patecones (fried plantains). We
and Ferruginous Pygmy owls hooted
enjoyed fish cooked in numerous
and kept watch. And the Turquoise
ways, tender beef, and fresh, delicious
Cotinga made a rare appearance during pineapple. Local Pilsen beer and a
our visit to the bird refuge/home of the variety of wines available for purchase
late naturalist Alexander Skutch.
helped soothe tired muscles at the
end of more than a few days of
In case anyone thinks that all birding
serious birdwatching. The daily fresh
and no play might make Jon Morrison
fruits, vegetables, and juices gave us
(or any of the rest of us) a “dull boy,”
the energy to sway across hanging
it wasn’t so. We started out our first
bridges, listen for howler monkeys, scout
morning with a digital photography
for the Violaceous Trogon, and hike one
seminar from local professional Monica
whole afternoon along the base of the
Quesada. Later in the trip, we met a
active Arenal Volcano. Jon even arranged
local artist/photographer/naturalist
a brief cooking lesson one evening, for
who led us to one owl sighting and then
any of us who were interested, at our
invited us to his home. We shopped
home base of Selva Verde Lodge in the

BAND OF BIRDERS
VISITS COSTA RICA

Selva Verde Rainforest Reserve on the
Caribbean slope.
The Costa Rican people were friendly
and the roads were an adventure.
Also we met the author of BIRDS OF
COSTA RICA (Richard Garrigues) on one
of our many walks. The entire trip was
unforgettable. May you too have the
opportunity sometime soon to enjoy
such a fine experience with so many
human and feathered friends as we
encountered.  Note: Anyone interested in a
complete bird list from the trip may contact Jon
Morrison at JLMorrison.Rotary@gmail.com

COTTONWOODS

Barbara DuBois
You can tell where the river is
by the line of cottonwoods
The water doesn’t show from this
distance
but the river may not have any
water now;
good that the trees can reach deep
for water
The Rio Grande cottonwoods are
always lovely,
usually many shades of green,
but fall dresses them anew:
not a rainbow
but gold, orange, copper, yellow,
amber pompons
winter’s cheerleaders
Winter needs cheerleaders
to keep up our spirits during the
leafless season.
The trees need a rest from all that work
making colors to entrance us.
Winter has an advantage:
When leaves have left
we can see whether the mailbox
flag is up,
we see whether it’s a visitor at the gate
making the dog bark.
We can see the porcupines.
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animal) being digested. Finally, if it is
determined the snake is a female, the
processor manually feels for embryos
Daniel Perry inside the body.
We are currently conducting a study
on the refuge to answer an important
question: What happens to the
rattlesnakes we relocate from around
the visitor center and compound?
The procedure starts when a visitor,
volunteer, or staff member calls
the office and reports there is a
rattlesnake near the public areas, staff
areas, or working areas. This is when I
become involved.

RATTLERS ON THE
REFUGE

A long-handled grappler and a 5-gallon
laundry bucket with a lid are my tools
of trade. I attempt to capture the snake
and then carry it into a storage area
where it is processed by one of our
biologists. The snake is, reluctantly,
enticed to enter a clear plastic tube
which then allows it to be handled
without harm to the snake or the
processor. It is weighed, its body and
tail are measured, and then the snake’s
sex is determined. I learned that the
female has a shorter tail than the male.
A probe is inserted to determine if
there is space for the male organs in
the tail area; if not, it’s a girl! Next,
the rattles are counted and a mark
is made so that one can quickly
determine on sight if a particular
snake has been captured before. Then a
memory chip, which can be read with
a scanner, is inserted under the skin
and scales near the tail. Each snake
now has a unique number so that its
history can be recorded. A visual check
is made to see if there is a “food item”
(biology lingo for it swallowed some

The animal is then released about ¼
mile from the visitor center, from
which it promptly starts the journey
back. Several of the rattlesnakes I have
caught have been hanging out under
bird feeding stations. One snake,
223B6C2052, was captured five times
last summer. First, she was captured
on the north side of the visitor center.
The second capture was in the middle
of the road near the Manager’s house.
The third capture was in the Volunteer
park under a bird feeder. The fourth
and fifth times, it was near our Ladies
restroom entrance. This year, we have
already caught her twice, again at
the Ladies restroom and again under
our manager’s bird feeder. And the
summer is still young as I write! This
demonstrates the old saying “Build a
good restaurant and they’ll come!”
As of last report, 21 different snakes
have been captured and tagged near
Refuge headquarters. A graduate
student from the University of New
Mexico will soon be implanting
radio telemetry tags on some of our
captured snakes so she can track their
daily movements and begin answering
the basic question posed above and
more: What DO these relocated
snakes do after we release them? Do

they really head straight back to the
Visitor Center? Where might they
crawl to seek shade?
Rattlesnakes have heat-sensing pits
behind their nostrils that help them
detect warm-blooded prey animals in
the dark. Rodents such as mice and
rats are attracted to human habitations
because of the food items we provide
in our garbage. On any given day
if you open a dumpster on the
compound, several mice will scurry
out of sight. When we provide bird
food to attract birds for visitors to see,
this also attracts rodents to feed on the
grains. One of our volunteers actually
photographed a snake swallowing a
quail at the viewing window. Since
rodents are carriers of diseases that
can be passed to humans, though,
rattlesnakes are regarded as beneficial
in the overall scheme of things.

These reptiles hunt at night in
the summer to escape the heat of
the day. As nights cool in the fall,
though, they return to their den
sites (or hibernacula) where they
spend the winter with other snakes
in an abandoned badger burrow or
other hole in a protected area. One
hibernaculum on the refuge faces
south and, on warm winter days,
snakes have been observed there
basking in the sun. They are coldblooded animals and need a warm
body temperature to digest their food,
so that might be an explanation for
this behavior.
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Native Americans
in New Mexico
Bob Merkel

Baby rattlesnakes are born usually in
late July or August. The eggs develop
and hatch inside the mother so the
young are born live and ready for
their first meal. They absolutely need
to eat something before it is time for
winter hibernation. At this point, they
are most vulnerable to predators such
as roadrunners, skunks, and raccoons.

enter or dwell will also attract snakes.
We have had rattlesnakes in the garage
under a bench. In the field one of our
maintenance workers stepped on one
as he was getting into a tractor. The
rattler was spending time in the shade
of the tractor. Watch where you
step, especially at night, when in
rattlesnake country.

People fear rattlesnakes because,
truly, rattlesnake bites can be very
dangerous. A call to the emergency
room at Socorro General confirmed
that they have rattlesnake antivenin
in stock. If you are bitten, get to the
hospital as soon as possible. If more
than one-half hour has elapsed, a
bandage may be wrapped around the
extremity two to four inches above
the bite to slow the spread of the
poison. This must not cut off the flow
of blood, though. The band should be
loose enough to slip a finger under it.
The good news is that most bites do
not contain enough venom to kill you.
Rattlesnakes conserve their venom for
the real task of catching food.

Of the five species of rattlesnake
reported to occur on the refuge, the
most commonly caught is the Western
Diamondback or Crotalus atrox. The
only other kind that has been captured
so far is the Prairie Rattlesnake,
Crotalus viridis viridis. The three species
remaining are: Desert Massasauga,
Sistrurus catenatus, Banded Rock
Rattlesnake, Crotalus lepidus klauberi,
and Northern Blacktail Rattlesnake,
Crotalus molossus molossus. All three are
considered rare to uncommon.

The chance of being bitten can be
reduced around the refuge by closing
doors to keep snakes from getting
inside cool, shady buildings on a hot
summer’s day. Wherever mice can

When visiting the refuge, be
aware of your surroundings.
Look before you leap! Do not
place your hands where you
cannot see. If you do happen to see
a rattlesnake around the visitor center,
thank it for the good work it does.
Then come and find me, Daniel Perry.
I’ll get my bucket and my grappler to
start the procedure all over again!

Anyone who spends a lot of time
outdoors in New Mexico’s backcountry,
driving through “Indian Country,”
or reading in-state newspapers will
encounter the confusion of trying to
understand several completely separate
cultures. Roughly 10% of the state’s
population is Native American. Some
of them are enrolled in one or another
of 22 independent reservations and
may speak one or another of several
unrelated native languages. Why are
there so many reservations? What are
their histories? Who were the artists
who spent so many hours long ago
pecking out the designs we now find on
rocks all across the state? How do these
Native American fellow citizens live
their lives today?

Consider this! A “language isolate”
is a language which bears no clear
relationship to other languages. An
example from Europe is the Basque
language spoken by people in northern
Spain and southwestern France. Either
it was created de novo by a very isolated
group of people or, much more likely,
there once were groups of people who
spoke related languages but, over the
course of millennia, those groups left
no descendants.
Among the 22 New Mexico
reservations there are not one (1) but
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two (2) language isolates. The people of
Zuni Pueblo speak the Zuni language.
No linguists or anthropologists have
so far succeeded in tying Zuni to any
other known Native American language.
The people of Acoma Pueblo speak
a language called Keres, an entirely
different language isolate. Acomas
do share the Keres language with the
people of six other pueblos: Laguna,
Zia, Cochiti, San Felipe, Santa Ana, and
Santo Domingo.

Residents of the remaining 11 New
Mexico Pueblos who have retained
their ancestral languages speak Tewa,
Tiwa, or Towa. Not only are these three
languages related (collectively they are
called Tanoan languages) but also they
are NOT language isolates. The Tanoan
languages fall within the larger KiowaTanoan language group which itself
is part of the so-called Uto-Aztecan
language group.

Not only do the people of Zuni pueblo
and the Keres-speaking pueblos have
cultures that differ from each other
but both also differ from the Tanoanspeaking people. [In fairness, the
modern-day puebloan peoples have
known of one-another for centuries
and even millennia. There was cultural
cross-fertilization before the Spanish
arrived in their world and there has
been more in the last five turbulent
centuries.] What does all this tell
us about descent? One is virtually
forced to conclude that peoples of
vastly different heritages each adopted
a similar agricultural lifestyle and lived
in villages which, later on, the Spanish
labeled “Pueblos.”

The pueblo story would not be
complete without reference to one in
Texas and the Hopi pueblos in Arizona.
The Texas pueblo,Ysleta del Sur, is
occupied by Tiwa-speaking people who
came south to the El Paso area with the
Spanish who fled the Pueblo Revolt of
1680. The Hopi language is in the UtoAztecan category, distantly related to
the Tanoan languages and, as the generic
name implies, many other Native
American tongues. However, one
pueblo in Hopiland (Hano) is inhabited
by Tewa-speakers, descendents of
people who fled New Mexico sometime
between 1680 and the Spanish
reconquest of 1692.

Two of the remaining New Mexico
reservations are home to the modernday Jicarilla Apache and Mescalero
Apache peoples. The Apache language
falls within the Athabascan language
group as is also true of Navajo. Navajo
people live in four distinct areas of
northwestern New Mexico as well as
adjacent parts of both Arizona and Utah.

The Acoma Sky City pueblo has been
occupied for more than 1000 years
and the Hopis have lived on their
mesas in Arizona for more than 2000
years. Ancestors of some modern day
puebloans lived in southwestern areas
abandoned centuries ago: Mesa Verde,
Chaco Canyon, Canyon de Chelly. On
the other hand, Navajo and Apache
ancestors once lived in interior Alaska.
They migrated from there into the
southwestern U.S. maybe 600 or 800
years ago as hunter-gatherers and raiders.

How is the corn?
Pitiful!
JohnVradenburg

Each fall the first question we are
often asked is: “How is the corn?”
And in recent years the answer has
been “Not so good.” I wish I could
report that this was a banner year for
corn but, unfortunately, the opposite
is true. This season will mark the
worst agricultural production on the
Refuge to date. Corn production will
be around 25% of that needed to
feed the birds from mid-November
through mid-February. In this article
I will attempt to explain some of the
issues that compromised the farm
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to drought or extreme temperature
shifts happen, and we have no control.
We can to some degree manage other
natural events such as herbivorous
insects, undesirable plants, and nontarget species, but the tools available
to us are limited.

program, the actions taken by the
Refuge to offset the corn loss, and
what may be in store for the future of
farming at the Refuge.
Upon hearing this staggering crop
forecast, Refuge visitors may be
justifiably concerned for the wellbeing of the cranes and geese. The
natural reaction is to point a finger at
our cooperative farmer. The problem,
however, lies in large part with the
soil and with the non-target wildlife
we are tasked to protect. Over the
past couple of decades advances in
farming technology have stretched
the limits of agricultural production
around the world. In the context of
farming on refuges, however, many
of these advances cannot (ethically
or legally) be implemented due
to impacts on non-target plant
and animal communities. This is
not to say that off-refuge farmers
are doing anything inappropriate,
but to illustrate that commercial
farming and farming for wildlife
operate with different standards
and objectives. Many natural forces,
some controllable and some not,
can compromise our annual crop
production. Reductions in water due

Insects can create devastating impacts
to croplands. Each species specializes
in using particular parts of a plant for
food. One insect may forage on leaves
while another will feed on roots.
Some may simply use stalks as a place
to lay eggs. The act of embedding
the eggs, however, does irreversible
damage to the plant. Others attack
the plant in multiple locations. In
commercial agriculture the soil is
often treated prior to planting, seed
may be coated with insect deterrent,
and pesticides may be introduced
multiple times during the growing
season. In recent years, some crop
plants have been genetically modified
to inhibit insect use or allow the
plant to withstand stronger chemicals
(which increases treatment success).
Although the Refuge is approved to
use some types of chemicals to treat
insect infestation, we’re required to
avoid impacts on non-target species.
Also, genetically modified crops
are prohibited on National Wildlife
Refuges.
Insect infestations account for almost
50% of Refuge crop losses in an
average year. Like insects, a host of
undesirable plants can infiltrate an
agricultural field. Unlike insects,
though, we also have non-chemical
ways to address these problems, e.g.

cultivation to remove competitive
plants and aerate the soil. When done
correctly and followed by irrigation,
the desired plants will shade out the
second round of competing plants and
reduce the impact on the crop.
Recently a new non-target player has
joined the game with an immediate
impact on crop production. In this
case, however, a solution is much
more difficult to find. The Refuge
has experienced exponential growth
of our elk population. The elk find
the restored forests of the floodplain
and the green foods of the croplands
perfect for raising young and relaxing
away from all those people outside the
Refuge boundary. Crop loss to foraging
elk in recent years has been as high as
20 to 30 acres. And when resources
are already limited, this can be a
substantial hit to available foods during
the winter. To date we do not have a
solution to this “growing” problem.
In August, when crop failure looked
imminent, the Refuge initiated several
emergency mitigation actions that will
help us ride out the year and avoid
potential disease outbreaks. First,
the Refuge disked under 100 acres
of failed corn and an additional 56
acres of fallow ground that was to be
in alfalfa next year. We replanted 56
acres in sudan grass, 40 acres in pearl
millet, and 48 acres in milo. Each has
a short growing season and hopefully
will provide a grain crop for this fall.
The downside of these foods is that
they are unmanageable in the context
of “bumping” (breaking the stalks at
a certain height) a few rows at a time
based on weekly populations as we do
with corn. The Refuge also planted
60 acres in a winter wheat mix in
fields designated for alfalfa next year.
These will produce good browse
during the winter season. Snow geese,
Ross’s geese, and Canada geese will,
we hope, use these fields and reduce
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some of the competition for the
limited corn.

during August and September in
the atrium of the Christina Ann
Lannan Educational Annex at the
refuge visitor center. Even though
many regard May as “off-season,”
the seventeen bird, mammal and
amphibian species pictured in the
exhibit were no surprise to Bosque
regulars: a footnote to the exhibit
notes that 126 bird species were
recorded on the refuge during the
May 9, 2009, International Migratory
Bird Day count.

A second action will be a collaborative
effort with the New Mexico
Department of Game and Fish Ladd
S. Gordon Wildlife Management Unit
at Bernardo. The plan is to haul excess
corn from their fields to Bosque
del Apache NWR. The amount
that will be hauled, when the grain
will be moved, and where we will
distribute the corn have not yet been
determined.

JOE ROYBAL: ONE
In addition to the May photos, the
DAY IN MAY AT
The third action is a thorough
Macey exhibit will include two dozen
evaluation of the farming program and BOSQUE DEL APACHE Bosque photos taken by Roybal in
what it may look like in the future. As
we begin this process it is important
to remember that agricultural
foods alone cannot meet the dietary
requirements of any one species of
wildlife, let alone the diversity of
wildlife found on the Refuge. The
Refuge’s foremost concern is meeting
the energetic needs of migratory
waterbirds, but we do realize the
value of farming in our community
and the role the Refuge plays in the
farming community. We are initiating
this evaluation with a research project
to investigate the possibility of using
wetlands in our corn rotation, to
cycle nutrients and reduce pest
populations, while reducing or
eliminating chemical use.

This winter the Refuge will likely
delay bumping and mowing of existing
corn until the very cold periods when
the energetic stress on the birds is
highest. Please feel free to call prior
to your visit to find out what fields are
being managed at that time for bird
use. What the Refuge landscape will
look like in 5 or 10 years is unknown,
but feel confident that Refuge staff is
dedicated to ensuring that the value of
the Refuge to wildlife and visitors is
sustainable for generations to come.

John Bertrand

Like many visitors, photographer
Joe Roybal has discovered that some
of the most enchanted moments at
Bosque del Apache occur outside
the heavily-visited winter months.
With this in mind, Joe unholstered
his D200 camera at 2:07 p.m. on May
29, 2009, and began shooting along
the Wildlife Tour Loop, completing
his assault at 7:57 p.m. The results:
In less than six hours, he bagged 17
species of the Bosque’s wildlife (onto
the 2GB memory card of his Nikon
D200 camera) without disturbing a
feather or a hair of even one of them.
Twenty-six of these images taken on
May 29 form the nucleus of a larger
exhibit of Roybal’s off-season Bosque
photos which can be viewed from
October 5 through November 15 in
the Mezzanine Gallery at New Mexico
Tech’s Macey Center in Socorro.
The exhibit, titled “One Day in May
at Bosque del Apache—Photos by
Joe Roybal,” was produced for the
Friends of the Bosque del Apache by
volunteer public relations director
John Bertrand.
The May 29 photos were mounted
in a preliminary exhibit displayed

other months, confirming that Bosque
del Apache is indeed “A Refuge for All
Seasons.”
Roybal is a sixth generation New
Mexican. (The Jacona Land Grant in
northern New Mexico was awarded
to his ancestor Ignacio Roybal in
1706 by the King of Spain.) He took
his first photo at Bosque del Apache
in December, 1989, with a Kodak
Instamatic camera. Joe Roybal has
been photographing at Bosque ever
since. His first professional camera
was a Nikon F4 film camera but he
now shoots digitally with a Nikon
D200.
Roybal’s photos have been published
in New Mexico Magazine, New Mexico
Wildlife, TheWashington Post, Santa Fean
Magazine, in Creatures, Critters &
Crawlers of the Southwest (published
by New Mexican Magazine), and in
Coyote (Rio Nuevo Press).
A public reception for the exhibit,
featuring Roybal, will be held at
Macey Center on Friday, October 16,
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. preceding
the Performing Arts Series “Lula
Washington Dance Theatre”
performance.
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The Friends of the Bosque del Apache National
Wildlife Refuge is a registered 501 (C) (3) nonprofit
corporation incorporated in New Mexico.The Friends
promotes appreciation and conservation of wildlife and
habitat through environmental education and natural
history experiences at Bosque del Apache National
Wildlife Refuge.

A WILD PLACE FOR
FINDING FLOWERS
Bob Merkel

Even in a drought year, there are a few
places in the desert where wildflowers
usually can be found blooming in the
spring. The shoulders of paved highways
are such places and very accessible to
anyone who seeks a wildflower fix.

“Highway shoulders,” you ask? Well
sure! You see, every time there’s a rain,
water runs off the highway, soaks down
when it reaches the shoulder, and then
accumulates under that impervious layer
of pavement. In effect the underside
of the pavement is a water storage
reservoir. Any seed that’s lucky enough
to land within maybe 2-3 feet of the
pavement edge has only to send its roots
down in there to tap into the hoard.
Water availability isn’t the only
feature of highway shoulders however.
Consider these:
• When a highway is first constructed,
the shoulders are raw dirt. Favors
plants that are “pioneers” on disturbed
soils.
• The shoulders are always sloped away
from the pavement: therefore no
rainwater puddles (usually).
• Pollutants from engine exhaust are
most concentrated at the shoulders.
• Highway shoulders are mowed
periodically. Favors herbaceous plants
and others that can regrow when cut
and especially favors plants that creep
close to the ground surface.
• Shoulders are almost always sunny, at
least for most of the day. Favors plants
that like full sun.
In late June, I drove very slowly along
the 4.5 miles of New Mexico Highway
1 from the north boundary of Bosque
del Apache to the Visitor Center. At
times I stopped to look closely along
the road shoulders. Some flowers were
abundant such as the spring-blooming
Purple Aster, Silverleaf Nightshade, a
tall plant called Small-flowered Gaura,
the various colors of Globe Mallow,
a milkweed, a Bluestem grass, and
Rattlesnakeweed (a little plant that

spreads flat on the gravelly ground).
Some of the very handsome wildflowers
such as Desert Marigold, Evening
Primrose,Yerba Mansa, Coyote Melon
(handsome?), and Sand Penstemon were
here and there. My final tally was about
40 different species of plants in bloom
and that’s a number hard to match in
other habitats.
By the way it’s only fair to report that
those road shoulders WERE mowed
before the first of July. Three weeks
later only a few had recovered enough
to bloom again.

Speak Up!

Government decisions determine the fate of the Bosque
del Apache.You can let key decision makers know how you
feel about the Refuge and other natural resource issues.

President Barack Obama,The White
House, Washington DC, 202.456.1111
President@WhiteHouse.gov
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Regional
Director, 500 Gold Avenue SW ,
Albuquerque NM 87102, 505.346.2545
Hon. Ken Salazar, Secretary of the Interior,
18th & C Sts. NW, Rm. 6151,
Washington DC 20240, 202. 208.7351
N.M. Senators
Hon. Jeff Bingaman U.S. Senate,
Washington DC 20510 202.224.5521
website: bingaman.senate.gov
Hon. Tom Udall U.S. Senate, Washington
DC 20510 202.224.6621
website: tomudall.senate.gov
N.M. Representatives
Hon. Martin Heinrich House of
Representatives, Washington DC 20515
202.225.6316 website: heinrich.house.gov
Hon. Ben Ray Lujan, Jr. House of
Representatives, Washington DC 20515
202.225.6190 website: lujan.house.gov
Hon. Harry Teague House of
Representatives, Washington DC 20515
202.225.2365 website: teague.house.gov
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a National Wilderness Preservation
System to be composed of federally
owned areas designated by Congress as
‘wilderness areas,’ and these shall be
administered for the use and enjoyment
Shawn Gillette
of the American people in such manner
We are fortunate to live in a state where
as will leave them untrammeled for
vast areas of land are already protected
future use and enjoyment…” The Act
as national parks, forests, and wildlife
provides special protection for the
refuges. Therefore, the very idea of
wildlife, the plants, and the natural
setting aside lands in New Mexico as
processes that have occurred in these
“National Wilderness Areas” might seem
wild places for thousands of years.
unnecessary or even redundant. But is it?

PRESERVING OUR
FRAGILE WILD
PLACES

Think about the places where you go
to escape the rigors of everyday life
and enjoy the outdoors. How far do
you have to travel before finding a
spot where you don’t hear the sounds
of civilization – cellphones ringing,
the constant barrage of traffic noise,
someone else’s choice of music? When
is the last time you were serenaded
only by nature: Wind blowing through
trees? The cry of a distant hawk? Water
running in a mountain stream? When is
the last time you could simply enjoy the
sound of silence?
Let’s face it, there aren’t many places
left to find this type of tranquil
escape. In our New Mexico parks and
recreation areas we frequently find
ourselves sharing space with different
kinds of outdoor enthusiasts. Often it
seems that their ideas of relaxing involve
loud music, crowds, and/or un-muffled
motorcycles, ATV’s, or trucks. One of
the great benefits of the Wilderness Act
of 1964 is that it created places where
people can escape the day-to-day bustle
of society. It provides for places to find
respite in some of this country’s last
remaining wild places.
Henry David Thoreau once wrote, “In
wildness lies the preservation of the
world.” The Wilderness Act of 1964
provides an extra layer of protection
for federal lands already administered
by agencies such as the U.S. Forest
Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
the National Park Service, and the
Bureau of Land Management. Under
this Congressional Act, the federal
government is directed to, “…establish

Bosque del Apache NWR is fortunate
to have three federally designated
Wilderness Areas within its boundaries.
None of the three are within the heart
of the refuge – the Rio Grande River
Valley. Instead they are located in the
desert uplands that border the valley
on either side. Two of these areas, the
Chupadera Wilderness (presently 5,290
acres*) and the Indian Wells Wilderness
(5,139 acres), are located west of the
Rio Grande. The third, the Little San
Pascual Wilderness, at 19,859 acres,
is located on the east side of the Rio
Grande. All three were established in
1975 for the purpose of preserving
typical southwestern (desert) landscapes
and desert resources for future scientific
and educational study. With a pipeline,
a power line, and an interstate highway
already slicing through the Bosque
del Apache NWR, previous managers
sought to establish this extra protection
for the lands in their care, in part to
prevent any additional intrusions from
marring the fragile desert landscape.
Visitors will find few trails within the
Refuge’s designated wilderness areas.
They are remote places that offer no
amenities such as restroom facilities,
water fountains, or even shaded
benches. Despite their proximity to
Interstate 25, the Chupadera and Indian
Well Wilderness Areas do not provide
access to or from that highway. The
nearest parking in both cases is along
New Mexico Highway 1. What they
do provide is unparalleled stunning
views of the natural desert landscape
as well as opportunities to view and
photograph desert flora and fauna with

spectacular scenic backdrops. The Little
San Pascual Wilderness Area, on the east
side of the river, provides an even more
isolated and wild experience. It best
exemplifies what a wilderness truly is –
wild, untrammeled, tranquil, beautiful,
untamed, and isolated.
All three of the Refuge’s wilderness areas
are open to the public year-round. It’s
best, however, to know local conditions
before jumping off to explore them.
Since seasonal hunting is allowed in
each of them, pursuant to state and
federal regulations, and typical summer
temperatures can hover in the triple
digits, careful planning prior to your visit
will go a long way toward making your
trip a memorable and safe one.
Thanks to the Wilderness Act of 1964,
over 105 million acres of America’s
pristine wilderness have been protected
for future generations to enjoy, from
swamps in Georgia to tundra in Alaska.
So, the next time you find yourself
sitting in bumper-to-bumper traffic,
or lost in a crowded shopping mall,
take a moment to thank those who
sought to protect some of America’s
last remaining wilderness areas from
development. Due to the wisdom,
foresight, and perseverance of dedicated
individuals more than forty years ago,
generations of Americans can still enjoy
vast, wild areas of this country today.
For more information on the Wilderness
Act, visit www.wilderness.net
* Addition of the 140-acre Chupadera Peak
area, purchased by the Friends a couple of years
ago, to the ChupaderaWilderness should have
been completed as of Sept. 26, 2009.This is a
First! FWS has never before had occasion to use
a provision of theWilderness Act allowing it
to accept donated land adjacent to an existing
wilderness and then add it to that wilderness - after 60 days notice to Congress.
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BUSINESS SPONSORS
(Annual contributions of $200
or more in cash or in kind)
Arthur Morris/BIRDS AS ART
PO Box 7245
4041 Granada Dr.
Indian Lake Estates, FL 33855
863/692-0906
Birdsasart@verizon.com
BirdSongGallery.com
PO Box 433
Ranchos de Taos, NM 87557
www.birdsonggallery.com
Casa Blanca Bed & Breakfast
PO Box 31
San Antonio, NM 87832
575/835-3027
www.casablancabedandbreakfast.com
Clear Channel Outdoor
458 Industrial Ave. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87107
www.clearchannel.com/outdoor
Don Boyd Photography
3448 Eastridge Pl.
Las Cruces, NM 88005
575/202-5971
dwodonb@aol.com
G.A.G. Charitable Corp.
500 Summit Ave.
Mill Valley, CA 94941-1082
Gail Diane Yovanovich
Fine Art Photography
180 W. Hill Ranch Rd.
Edgewood, NM 87105
505/281-5742
www.gdycreations.com
Jerry Goffe
Nature PhotoWorks
3108 Monte Vista Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87106-2118
505/385-3333

Sespe Creek Insectary
PO Box 176
Lindsay, CA 93247-0176
559/562-6464
Victoria Dye Photography
2260 Sparrow Lane
Charlottesville, VA 22911
434/962-7212
Wild Birds Unlimited
7200 Montgomery Blvd. NE, #C-3
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505/883-0324
Wild Birds Unlimited, Santa Rosa
71 Brookwood Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-4511
707/576-0861
tsosprey@sonic.net
www.wbu.com/santarosa
DONORS & MEMORIALS LIST
Individuals/Organizations contribut- ing to the
Refuge and/or Friends between Feb. 1 and May 31,
2009
DONORS
Brian & Bonnie Ivener
Katrina Martich & Edward Gill
Fred & Mary Raje
Rollin & Cheryl Whitman
Jill Knaak & Mary Burns
D. Sullivan
Percy Deal
John Zinn
Peggy Hartley
Carolyn Lake
Rhonda Rivera & Sharon Schuster
Robert P. Rivera
The Buckhorn Tavern
San Antonio General Store
Friends of Bitter Lake
Amigos de la Sevilleta
Lannan Foundation
Juli Niemann
Christine Fox
Food Network

Judith Roderick/Nature Painter
72 Overlook Drive
Placitas, NM 87043
505/867-0067
rainbowpaintr@comcast.net

MEMORIALS
Emerson Learn

Rio Abajo Antiques
PO Box 159
San Antonio, NM 87832
575/835-2872

Donors via Costa Rica trip
Jerry Oldenettel
Jack and Carol McChesney
Mary Raje
Richard and Rebecca Mauch

SDC Internet
722 N. California, Suite 4
Socorro, NM 87801

IN HONOR
John Zinn

SUSTAINING MEMBERSHIPS
Memberships opened/renewed February 2009 thru
May 2009, enhanced amounts.
Special Friends ($60 - $99)
Rees Bevan
Charles & Sarah Bisbee
Kent Borges
Pat Boring
Marcia & Fred Bowman
Sheila K. Brewer
Clark & Martha Ewald
Viola Fisher
Stephen & Martha Frytak
Betty Grimm
John Hazelton
Sylvia Knight
Connie Lewis
Judith Liddell
James & Jacqueline McGrath
Lannois Neely
Willow & Robert Powers
Susan Radcliffe
Mary & Frederick Raje
David & Tracey Raymo
Allan & Alice Sanford
Susan Schmugge
Michael & Noreen Scofield
Gary & Judith Strom
Elizabeth Yerxa
Best Friends ($100-$499)
William & Jennifer Averill
Rose Mary Boicourt
Joe & Lois Cancellare
Gary Conover
Elise & Gloria Covlin
Susan Dickey
Martin & Susan Dilger
W. R, & Judith Ditzler
Howard & Debra Friedman
Dana & Marion Gebel
Sally Ginet
Marvin & Michael Guier
Les Hawkins
Ruth & Robert Hucks
Brian & Bonnie Ivener
Maxine Johnson
Tom & Marlene Kelley
Katrina Martich
James & Maryann McCaffery
Bob & Judy Merhar
Kim & Pat Morgan
Richard & Gloria Reitmann
Sharon & Kaye Ruske
Thomas J. & Karen Salb
John Seeger
Kathleen Signaigo
Frank & Rita Slowen
Barbara Taylor
Sei Tokuda
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PO Box 340
San Antonio, NM 87832
www.friendsofthebosque.org
To see color versions of the photos in
this newsletter, go to:
www.friendsofthebosque.org

Friends of the Bosque del Apache
Membership Application

______________________________________________________________________________________
Name

Family Members

______________________________________________________________________________________
Street

City

State		

Zip

______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone		

Email

q Check to receive Newsletter electronically
Membership Level: q Individual $20 q Family $25 q Student $15 q Senior $15
q Special Friend $60-99 q Best Friend $100-499 q Friend Indeed $500-999 q Lifetime $1000+

Interests: q Help with Friends activities q Help with the Festival q Serve on a Friends Committee.
Please mail with your check to: Friends of the Bosque del Apache
P.O. Box 340, San Antonio, NM 87832

Shop on-line at our

Bosque Nature Store

Caps s T-Shirts s Denim Shirts s Mugs s Pins
Patches s Bags s Books s Kid’s Stuff s Jewelry
friendsofthebosque.org/store
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